
Business Case

Enhancing Design Productivity in Military Applications With Altera
Tool Flow
Executive Summary
This business case provides defense program managers and architects a tool for estimating the effort of an FPGA 
design with military-derived requirements, as well as potential productivity enhancements from using Altera’s 
high-productivity design flow. 

Several features of the design flow, architected for enterprise FPGA designs, have been specifically engineered for 
design productivity cost savings for higher density military designs. By showing a program budget, with estimated 
productivity cost savings, this business case demonstrates the value of using Altera® technologies in the design. 
Savings are based on qualitative and quantitative advantages in the Altera design productivity suite, and the degree of 
potential savings tailored to the requirements of the FPGA device.

Introduction
This business case examines an initial cost estimate of the FPGA design portion of a military sensor project, and 
estimates the potential productivity cost savings of applying the Altera Quartus® II team-based software design flow. 
We detail the costs of acquiring and installing Quartus II design software, as well as the costs of training and 
developing proficiency in the development tools. Finally, we estimate potential productivity increases from 
team-based design, SOPC Builder interconnect automation, and reduction in compile times.

Although the logic utilization capabilities of Altera FPGA devices (the ability to synthesize the device at 60 percent, 
70 percent, 80 percent, 90 percent full, etc.) are a significant productivity advantage, this is not part of this business 
case.

Project Description
Defense Project Overview
The design of the military sensor program is complex, requiring a large FPGA device and including multiple 
channels each with a chain of digital signal processing (DSP) requirements. The project considered here baselines a 
40-nm Altera Stratix® IV GX FPGA with transceivers. Although design productivity knowledge bases exist for 
FPGA designs based only on past generations (90 nm, 65 nm, etc.), these knowledge bases are based on the design of 
active logic elements. This business case assumes 320,000 active logic elements, which is a very large design that 
will create 60 percent resource utilization on the largest Stratix IVGX device available in 2009.

Program Parameters
Our assumption for this project is that it will be accomplished within 14 months, with a dedicated team of FPGA 
designers.

Technical Parameters
On the technical front, we assume that this project will have a complex front-end design and moderate processing 
portion design. We also assume that I/O designs have medium-level difficulty.

Assumptions and Methods
Assumptions
For the base scenario in this study, we assume that the electronics design department uses non-Altera FPGA 
development tools and processes. We do not address design flows using third-party design and synthesis tools.
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Scope and Boundaries
Systems engineering, including system requirements, interface control documentation and test, and board design, are 
not integrated into the scope of this business case. This design assumes 50 percent re-use of intellectual property (IP) 
and logic blocks, high complexity, and stringent (special) verification requirements.

Scenarios
The Altera design scenario offers cost break-outs in the categories of software, installation, training, and internal 
design procedure updating (i.e., CMMI documentation); then, it reflects cost savings in design productivity. We use 
incremental costs to demonstrate cost savings over competing FPGA design flows.

Data Sources and Methods
Data sources for parameterized FPGA design times are provided by Galorath’s SEER-IC design estimation tool. 
SEER-IC provides user entry-based project parameters and relativistic design effort approximations derived from 
participating engineering firm interviews and case studies. The time and schedule estimates for the ‘base case’ 
scenario are based on SEER-IC.

We provide data sources for estimating the time required for new tool acquisition, implementation, and overcoming 
an engineering learning curve. We also provide estimates on the advantages of ‘team-based’ design using the Quartus 
II productivity design flow, along with inputs from other project groups using Altera devices. We offer guidance on 
how to calculate potential productivity cost savings based on characteristics of the subject design.

Glossary of Software Terms
Throughout this business case, we refer to elements and features of Altera’s Quartus II FPGA design and productivity 
suite. Below is a brief explanation of these terms and features.

Quartus II Components and Features
Quartus II software: Quartus II software is a bundle of FPGA design, test, verification, simulation, timing, power 
estimation, and place-and-route software provided by Altera for the development of FPGA designs using Altera 
FPGA devices.

PowerPlay and early power estimator: These features of the Quartus II software allow designers to estimate and 
control static power consumption in designs. Early power estimator is a set of parameterized spreadsheets that 
provides designers an accurate first look at their expected design power budget. 

Incremental compile and LogicLock: Incremental compile is a software-enabled system allowing designers to 
partition FPGA designs at inception, and divide the design into distinct blocks. LogicLock allows these individual 
partitions to be compiled separately and retain their timing constraints when other partitions are independently 
recompiled. The process of partitioning designs into lower blocks in the architectural design phase is referred to as 
‘bottom-up design.’

SOPC Builder and Avalon® bus: SOPC Builder is a tool bundled with Quartus II software that allows simple 
integration of IP blocks in an FPGA design. This is accomplished using a patented Altera Avalon common bus 
standard that instantiates interconnects to include matching data rates and timing standards.

Advanced DSP Builder: This tool, now bundled with Quartus II software, allows designers to easily transfer 
MATLAB- and Simulink-based design flows into FPGA instantiation. The advanced version now allows 
user-provided timing constraints and latency constraints.
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Project Impacts

Table 1. SEER-IC Cost Basis

FPGA Project Parameter Variable
Active I/Os 800
Clock Speed 500 MHz
Active Logic Elements 320,000
New Design 50%
Front-end Complexity Hi+
Back-end Complexity VHi+
Certification Levels Nom
Developer Experience Nom
Tools and Practices Low-
Requirements Volatility Nom

Table 2. SEER-IC Project Estimate

FPGA Design Estimate
(SEER-IC Tool)

Altera Productivity Flow
(Team-Based Design)

Materials Hours Labor Cost Materials Hours Labor Cost
Licenses $15,000
Installation 40 $200.67 $5,940
Training 800 $200.67 $118,800
Process Change 240 $200.67 $35,640
Archit. Design
Requirements (188.70) $200.67 ($37,866)
Configuration (566.10) $200.67 ($113,599)

Total 1,886.99 $200.67 $378,662
Detail Design
Section A (474.52) $200.67 ($95,221)
Section B (474.52) $200.67 ($95,221)

Total 4,745.16 $200.67 $952,211
Simul., Verif., 
Implementation
Simulation (537.64) $200.67 ($107,888)
Verification (806.46) $200.67 ($161,832)

Total 5,376.36 $200.67 $1,078,874
Floorplan, 
Placement, and 
Routing
Floorplan
Place., Routing

Total 1,809.21 $200.67 $363,054
Transition Costs $15,000 $160,380

Total Design
Baseline

$2,772,801

Design
Productivity

Savings

($611,627)

New Design
Baseline

$2,161,173
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Design Savings
Design savings are considered in the Architectural Design, Detailed Design, and Simulation, Verification, and 
Implementation sections.

Architectural Design
The requirements and architectural design of this project can benefit greatly from the ‘incremental compile’ and 
‘bottom-up team-based design’ features of Quartus II design software. These features allow the design architect to 
easily partition designs in the requirements and architecture phase of systems design; maintain interface, timing, and 
clock requirements between sections; and perform shorter ‘partial’ compiles of these sections when designs are 
changed. Estimated design-wide productivity cost savings from this team-based approach are 10 percent to 40 
percent over historical estimates provided by design estimation software.

Figure 1. Bottom-Up Design and Incremental Compile Help Architecture Support High Productivity

Table 3. Design Characteristics and Savings

X
Highly Interdependent Multi-FPGA Design Design Savings: 40%
This FPGA design is part of a large multi-component signal 
processing system (radar, electronic warfare, sensor system), 
or has a large number of data and timing dependencies on 
other devices. Team-based design is architected to allow an 
engineer to control common interfaces on multiple devices, 
making extensive use of LogicLock and incremental compile.

Multiple FPGA team-based design allows division of design 
tasks by engineering specialty, not FPGA device. This leads to 
good efficiencies in requirements design (10% of total) and 
excellent efficiencies in configuration and re-use due to 
LogicLock and incremental compile (30% of total).

Multi-FPGA or Single Multi-Mode FPGA Design Design Savings: 25%
Both designs with multiple FPGAs and designs with multiple 
configurations can benefit from proper team-based 
architectural design.

Common IP between designs can be created by a single 
engineer and ‘locked’ for integration, and individual engineers 
can take responsibility for different configuration states by 
locking logic regions that do not change from one mode or 
configuration to the next. This leads to benefits in requirements 
management (5% total) and in configuration management 
(20% total).

Single FPGA, Multi-Stage System (Parallel or Serial) Design Savings: 10%
Any design with parallel or serial processing stages can benefit 
from Altera's incremental compile and bottom-up design 
processes.

Serial designs can benefit from logic locking incremental 
design stages, and parallel operation can benefit in layout from 
the bottom-up design approach. This leads to savings in 
requirements tracking (5% of total) and in managing design 
revisions (5% of total).

 Bottom-up approach

AA BB CC
Generate separate projects for each partition
Three independent “bottom- level” projects2 AAA BBB CCC2

Import independent projects into top levelAA BB CC

Quartus ® II Project

4 AAA BBB CCC

Quartus II Project
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AA BB CC
Team-based design
Recompile and verify projects independently

Designer

3

Designer Designer
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Designer

3

Designer Designer
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1
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Detailed Design
The detailed design phase in this design scenario is the second most labor-intensive part of the process. This is 
considered to be a 50 percent new design, with moderate IP integration from previous sensor programs. The largest 
assumed productivity advantage in this portion of the design stems from Altera’s SOPC Builder tool. This 
productivity tool automatically creates Avalon bus interfaces between predefined IP blocks that have previously been 
encapsulated in Altera projects, or defined during detailed design. The productivity advantages of having these bus 
structures automated in this large design is 10 percent to 25 percent of the overall engineering effort (based on 
previous projects and estimates of time spent on simple IP interfaces and timing). 

Figure 2. Altera's SOPC Builder Improves Productivity in Interconnect and Detailed Design

Table 4. Design Characteristics and Savings

Many Encapsulated IP Reuse Blocks (10+), Embedded 
Processors

Design Savings: 25%

When approaching a design that consists mostly of 
restructured use of existing IP, the majority of the effort is in 
designing interfaces and busses. This effort includes 
engineering, timing, bus control, verification, and testing.

SOPC Builder is designed specifically for automating 
interconnects between encapsulated IP blocks. This 
significantly automates some of the mechanics of interconnect 
and bus design, leading to labor savings in design and test 
bench generation (25% total).

X
Some Encapsulated IP Blocks, Design Sensitive 
(i.e., PCIe, SRIO, 10GbE)

Design Savings: 20%

Some high-bandwidth transceiver designs, such as traffic 
switching and streaming, are heavily reliant on I/O IP. 
Productivity is highly reliant on correct timing implementation 
and, in some cases, scalability of the IP blocks used.

These IP-sensitive designs are more easily managed and 
more productive when using SOPC Builder and ‘known’ 
encapsulations of protocol IP. Through a combination of SOPC 
Builder and incremental compile, total design time can be cut 
by 20 percent through reductions in design iterations and 
debug time.

IP Blocks With Custom Interface Requirements Design Savings: 10%

Almost all designs contain some block IP to simplify 
architecture. Some of these blocks, because of unpredictable 
scaling requirements in data width and clock speed, have 
highly variable interface requirements from one design to the 
next.

Even designs that require ‘surgery’ on IP block interfaces can 
benefit from the Avalon bus standards built into Altera’s SOPC 
Builder. Through familiarity with the custom interface designs, 
expect an overall design cost savings of 10%.
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Simulation, Verification, and Implementation
Simulation and verification is the largest portion of this design effort. The primary productivity advantage identified 
here is in the compile time advantages in Quartus II software v8.0. In large and complex designs, design synthesis for 
hardware test takes many hours and has severe schedule impacts because of the difficulty of parallel testing two 
firmware builds. But through technology advantages in 64-bit bus support, multi-processor support, and random seed 
placement and routing, Altera’s compile time advantages can lead to an estimated 10 percent to 25 percent 
productivity savings on this program over competing compilation software.

Figure 3. Altera Quartus II Compile Times Lead to Productivity in Simulation and Verification 

Table 5. Design Characteristics and Savings

X
Special Verification Procedures, High Feature 
Interdependency, Volatile Requirements

Design Savings: 25%

Special requirements and verification procedures in military 
programs can include DO-254 certification, special anti-tamper 
assessments, and particular bus interoperability or 
customer-specified IP. These productivity variables, coupled 
with requirements volatility, raise the profile of design 
productivity and enhance the importance of low compile 
(synthesis and placement and routing) times.

Altera support in DO-254 certification, anti-tamper 
assessment, and architectural requirements can add 
substantial savings to a program by adding subject expertise. 
Coupled with substantially improved compile times, total 
design savings can reduce total verification time by 25%.

Volatile Requirements, Support for Multiple 
Configurations

Design Savings: 15%

Joint military programs, and other multi-user electronics 
programs, often have requirements for multiple missions and 
configurations. With this comes a volatile requirements set that 
induces multiple changes and backward compatibility testing.

Volatile requirements and ‘spiral’ type developments lead to 
many design iterations and multiple FPGA compiles. This 
increases FPGA tool compile time as a cost driver for designer 
productivity. Improvements in compile times can affect 
test-heavy programs by offering a cost savings of 15% of total 
verification hours.

Normal Requirements Churn Design Savings: 10%
Most defense programs experience some normative degree of 
requirements churn as a result of cost trades and 
dependencies on programs in other areas or services.

The large number of compiles in a normal defense verification 
program makes FPGA tool compile time a normal cost driver. 
Tools that can reduce linear compile times can lead to total 
savings in verification of 10% of total hours.
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Analysis of Results

Figure 4. Altera Quartus II Compile Times Have a Substantial Productivity Lead 

Additional Savings Line Items
The following are additional system characteristics that can be factored into a productivity business case. These are 
for cases that extensively rely on DSP automation tools or have significant power and timing constraints (particularly 
those difficult to meet using competitor tools).

Table 6. Design Characteristics and Savings

Complex DSP Design Utilizing Automated Tools Design Savings: 
Architecture: 10%
Detailed Design: 20%

Some military designs with significant DSP portions can benefit 
in both prototyping and production from MATLAB-based design 
simulation and then hardware instantiation. MATLAB-based 
simulation and instantiation are both possible with Altera and 
competing FPGA solutions, but the advanced DSP Builder 
blockset offers clock, throughput, and latency constraints that 
can lead to production-ready designs.

Utilizing the advanced DSP Builder blockset will save 10% in 
architecture design time by allowing blocks to be created with 
design constraints that are important to overall system 
performance. This leads to even larger savings in detailed 
design, as adjusting these constraints to improve overall 
system performance does not require any block-level 
rearchitecting. This is a substantial savings over existing DSP 
automation tools.

Highly Constrained Power Profile or Timing Closure Design Savings:
Detailed Design: 20%
Simulation, Verification, Implementation: 25%

Many military designs experience constraints due to legacy 
interfaces (timing) and host boards and chassis (power). For 
such designs where the user intends to increase functionality 
within a tight constraint envelope, tools such as power 
estimator, power optimization, and TimeQuest timing analyzer 
offer significant advantages over competing tool flows that lead 
to iterative cost savings.

Altera’s highly accurate early power estimator, as well as 
Quartus II power optimization, lead to fewer design iterations in 
detailed design, as well as less retooling during simulation and 
test. TimeQuest software features use industry-standard 
constraints to help guarantee timing and reduce similar design 
iterations in detailed design, simulation, and verification. This is 
a significant savings on the most difficult and time-consuming 
constrained designs.

Stratix IIIStratix III 65-nm competitor65-nm competitor
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Other Tool-Enabled Cost Savings
In addition to costs recovered from enhanced design productivity, there are two other potential sources of defense 
program savings that are enabled by a more sophisticated set of design tools.

Using smaller FPGA devices: The timing closure and place-and-route capabilities of Altera’s Quartus II 
development suite allow designers to reach higher levels of device utilization in their FPGA design. Many defense 
programs are levied program requirements for FPGA device utilization. These limitations are based on the 
degradation of competitor's devices in place-and-route capability and device fmax as the device is filled. Altera Stratix 
IV FPGAs experience negligible timing and place-and-route degradation as device utilization increases. This allows 
defense programs to use smaller devices with higher device utilization, reducing FPGA unit costs.

Using lower speed grade FPGA devices: Quartus II timing closure and place-and-route capabilities likewise assist 
in meeting demanding timing and clock rate requirements for defense programs. This often results in being able to 
meet the same clock speed requirements as a competitor’s product with a lower speed grade device. This can lead to 
substantial additional unit cost savings.

Switching Costs
There’s an initial switching cost with using Altera’s design productivity suite, as an organization builds its expertise 
in these tools, but there are long-term cost savings from reducing the design, integration, and verification times in the 
FPGA design cycle. After this initial cost, future programs can benefit from the productivity features of Altera’s 
Quartus II design productivity suite.

Sensitivity and Risks
The sensitivities in this business case are listed as follows:

■ Size of the FPGA: Rules of thumb used within the engineering department, as well as a few provided by Altera, 
indicate higher savings in design changes, integration, and verification due to the scaling effects of incremental 
compile and team-based design.

■ Training: The effort of transitioning an FPGA design team from one tool to another is a highly multi-variable 
equation. In particular, these estimates will depend on whether the team receives dedicated training, or is involved 
in parallel development efforts.

■ Third-party tool use: The interdependency of third-party verification, test bench, synthesis, and algorithmic 
development tools is not directly addressed in this business case. We assume the oft-used marketing claim of 
'seamless tool interoperability' for simplicity and to isolate the effects of FPGA-based vendor tools on military 
electronics development schedules.

Conclusion and Recommendations
For this defense electronics development effort, we were able to offset initial transition costs of $160,380 by 
$611,627 in productivity cost savings. This initial cost would be non-recurring, creating more potential productivity 
gains for the next large FPGA design.

Our recommendation is to perform a full trade study on the productivity advantages of Altera’s Quartus II design 
tools over a competing design tool flow.
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Appendix

Figure 5. Screenshot of a Galorath SEER-H and SEER-IC FPGA Model
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